
       14: Connected Sets, Cantor Sets



Reall:hm;9K33 apt subsets of X
If any finite subcollection has non-empty
intersection, then 1Kd =b.

=>
[Kn) a sequence ept sets nested,

Then make is not p

Ihm: K is apt Any collection of closed set[Dx3
satisfies the FIP:

I If every finite subcollection has non-empty)intersection, then IDd *b

If (-)). Given SDC3 closed, these are closedsubset of apt X,

so they are compact. Apply previous the
(E). practice..

· Cantor set.
Note:In are closed, compact, nested.

⑧ I

Ko I Cantor set C =i, kn
0 5 I

KI I I I I · C is closed (b/c intersection of closedset).
I

K2 ; , I I I! · C is perfect:it's closed andall points are limit points.I

I

k3 IH NH HH 1H · I consists of real numbers, whose ternary expansion contains only 0 or 2.

· ternary: al3" write...asa, as. ara-as:.

· Show C is uncountable (use diagonalization arguement).
C has non-end points of In point:1020202....

Every pt is l.p.
C has measure zero: VEs0, C can be covered by intervals

with total length less than E.



· A base (basis) for topology is 9Vc] collection
such that

F xe open I, I Va
s.t. XG XCU.

· So
every open set is union of these elements.

CONNECTED SETS.

Let:Say A. B in X are separated.
if both AnB andAnB are empty.

Say E is connectedif I is not union of tearatedparae
EX In IR2, E =[(x,y):x,yt *3 notconnected.

· E is connectedE is not union of two relative
open setin E

E) - closed

Ihm:(a, b] is connected.

cpts. If not, then Isets A, B with a GA.

Let s =supA. Then se A. So SAB

Then SE A. So seB
Then E (5-2,StE) containing no pt. of B

Then (5-2, StS) cA* S =supA #.


